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Abstract—In the era of rapidly increasing notebook market, consumer electronics manufacturers are facing a highly dynamic and competitive environment. In particular, the product appearance is the first part for user to distinguish the product from the product of other brands. Notebook product should differ in its appearance to engage users and contribute to the user experience (UX). The UX evaluates various product concepts to find the design for user needs; in addition, help the designer to further understand the product appearance preference of different market segment. However, few studies have been done for exploring the relationship between consumer background and the reaction of product appearance. This study aims to propose a data mining framework to capture the user’s information and the important relation between product appearance factors. The proposed framework consists of problem definition and structuring, data preparation, rules generation, and results evaluation and interpretation. An empirical study has been done in Taiwan that recruited 168 subjects from different background to experience the appearance performance of 11 different portable computers. The results assist the designers to develop product strategies based on the characteristics of consumers and the product concept that related to the UX, which help to launch the products to the right customers and increase the market shares. The results have shown the practical feasibility of the proposed framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the rapidly development of the electronic technology and its extensive application, a variety of notebook products are launched promptly with different segment of users and the swift change of consumption cycle. In general, users get the first and the most important impression of products from the product appearance [1], which highly relevant to users’ judgment and the satisfaction of the product. Notebook product should differ in its appearance to engage users and contribute to the user UX. It is crucial to refer the UX during the process of a new product design, for the purpose of launching the product that in line with the expectation of customers. UX is the feeling of the users regarding to use the product in several situations and screenplay [2]. Owing to the different factors of users, the reaction and the acknowledgment of the users to the products are highly affected [3], [4].

Focus on the realistic need for capture UX, it’s crucial to evaluate the factors that affect the customers’ product appearance selection. By clarifying the corresponding factors, it is possible that we can find the target customers to launch the products. However, when collecting customer voice by questionnaire, it is difficult to extract the UX and generalize the relationship between the users’ reaction and the experimental factors by the questionnaire results. Thus, it requires a systematic method to analyze the data and to conclude the important rules. Data mining is the useful tool to find out the relationship between users reaction and the factors by generating simple rules and detect the useful information hidden in the data. Under the pressure of time to market, the derived rules can assist the designers to communicate with the users, and help the manufacturers to lunch the right product efficiently [5].

There are several methods can be used for data mining, in particular, rough set theory (RST) [6] is a data mining technique to explore the relationship between users reaction and the factors by generating simple, useful rules. This approach can be effectively used especially when the information characteristic is imprecision, uncertainty, and vagueness [7], [8]. The assumption of RST such as the distribution and the independency among the variables is needless. In addition the come out “IF-THEN” rule is easy to explain and understand in practice. In recent years, RST approach has been well developed and applied in many areas, such as yield enhancement in TFT-LCD [9], personnel selection [10], fault diagnosis on distribution feeder [11], and medical decision making [12]. However, little research has been done for product design and consumer decision making. Therefore, it still opens various tracks for doing research works in this field.

This study proposed a data mining framework to capture UX based on rough set theory to extract useful information from consumer product appearance preferences and response. The proposed framework helps designers to evaluate various products in concept or prototype stage so as to identify the ideal product. The result of this framework can help to launch the new products that match customer needs and increase the market sales. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the fundamental of this approach and
reviews related studies. Section III addresses the proposed approach. Section IV evaluates this approach with the empirical data for validation. Section V concludes with discussion of contributions and future research directions.

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF APPLICABLE METHODS

Data mining is the computational process of discovering potentially useful patterns from large amount of data sets [13]. This approach can help the decision maker to find out the valuable knowledge hidden in the raw data and the key factors influence the result of experiment. Owing to the progress of information technology, the technique has been widely used as a tool for decision making and analysis.

Extracted information and knowledge from data mining procedure is a useful basis for decision maker to observe the relevance of data information and the factors which affect product acknowledgement of users. Data mining has been widely applied in numerous area [14]-[17], which basically including four types of process. A briefing of this process is described as follows:

A. Problem Definition

The process of data mining starts from identifying the right problem to solve and constructing the objectives and the related attributes. Set up goals by understanding the background information and discussing with the experts, further, consider the expected results and benefits before mining process commence and at last to sort out the mining outcome systematically.

B. Data Preparation

The collected data often may contain noise value, missing, and inconsistent information. Data preparation is a procedure to enhance the quality of the information and make the mining process more efficient. In this procedure, it eliminates the noise value and identify the outliers also fill up the missing value and correct the inconsistent terms, and more, it sometimes converts the form of the data so as to facilitate the integration of the mining process.

C. Rules Generation

In this procedure we employed the method and the theory according to the mining problem type. For this study we constructed the model based on the rough set theory and used the software tool: Rough set exploration system (RSES) to extract the rules from the data.

D. Results Evaluation and Interpretation

By means of the mining process prototype and the data analysis, the useful information can be extracted as the standards of future notebook appearance design. In addition, we can interpret the meaningful rules and the sample types hidden in the data by discussing with the experts.

III. FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED APPROACH

As shown in Fig. 1 is the data mining framework to capture UX. Basically, the proposed framework consists of four stages including problem definition and structuring, data preparation, rules generation, and results evaluation and interpretation. Further details are described as follows:

A. Problem Definition

Users responded their preference of products by completing the questionnaires under the design of the UX experiment. The scores of questionnaires reflected the level of satisfaction of users after experienced the product. However, the sample amounts were limited considering the factors of experimental expenditure and time. Besides, the factors influenced user reaction can be more to dozens, thus to generate the limited samples needs to premeditate numerous factors. Furthermore, the reasons of products reaction might came from the relationship of different combination of factors. Thus, it’s important to clarify factors influenced user reaction rules which might be further estimate the type of market potential consumers, thereby assisting the corporate product strategy to increase market share.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Definition</th>
<th>Data Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Cleaning</td>
<td>Data Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Partition</td>
<td>Training Data Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Table Construction</td>
<td>Testing Data Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes set generation</td>
<td>Rules generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retain rules pass the threshold</td>
<td>Retain rules pass the threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter experts advice</td>
<td>Decision rules and results discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Data mining framework to capture UX

B. Data Preparation

From the reaction of users after experienced the products, the data collected including two parts, the users’ background and the product experienced information. The data of user background consists of user groups (such as gender, age, profession and major), past experience (such as related products using experience, related products possession experience and the frequency of using), current states (purchased motivation, purchased requirement) and the acknowledgement of products (perception, value and the attractiveness of products). The product experienced
information contains the data of the experimental process of all products (such as functional performance, experience time and the ease of using), the experimental reaction data (the aesthetic, functional satisfaction, the timing of using product and the product recommendations) etc. In order to complete the experiment, users need to experience all the different types of products.

The information collected must be sufficiently analyzed so as to solve the research problem. The process of data preparation can not only enhance the data quality but make the mining procedure and result efficiency. The data collected need to be integrated to consolidate from multiple sources into consistent data store. Furthermore, data cleaning approach was proposed for removing noise data and outliers, and correcting inconsistencies. Data transformation is proposed to transform the data to mining purpose. Data reduction is conducted to diminish the data dimension and enhance the efficiency of analysis. Finally, classified the data as training data set and testing data set so as to train and to verify the rules, in which generates rules by training data set, and verifies the effect of rules by testing data set.

C. Rules Generation

Rough sets theory is conducted to generate the possible reducts and derive candidate rules with the training data. The procedures are shown as follows:
1. Construct the decision table: Sort out the data into the table of factors corresponded to the reaction.
2. Generate attributes set: Generate all possible reducts with removing unnecessary attributes and retained attributes which have obvious relationship with reaction variables.
3. Generate rules: Generate candidate rules based on the selected reducts from attribute set.
4. Filter the decision results: Consider various reactions of different users and delete the decision results which are not the focus class.
5. Calculate the support value of the rules: Calculate the support value of each rule, the formula is shown as bellows.

\[
\text{Support}(\text{Rule } i) = P(\text{subset data selected by Rule } i)
\] (1)

6. Calculate the confidence level and the lift of the data, the formula is as bellows.

\[
\text{Confidence}(\text{Rule } i) = P(\text{data } | \text{subset data selected by Rule } i)
\] (2)

\[
\text{Lift}(\text{Rule } i) = P(\text{data } | \text{subset} ) / P(\text{data } | \text{population})
\] (3)

7. Filter the rules: Retained the rules under the condition of the confidence level and the lift value higher than the setting threshold, and vice versa.

D. Results Evaluation and Interpretation

The rules obtained from the user reaction results corresponded to user background and experiment process, in which can interpret user decision and speculate the behavior of users. According to the discussion of experts for the interpretation of results, we are able to transform the UX results into useful customer information, which can not only provide key customer information to the enterprise but also assist the enterprise to predominate customer characteristics, so as to understand the objects and estimate the demand of the product sales and furthermore making marketing decision.

IV. EMPIRICAL STUDY

In path with the continued innovation of style and brand of the computer products, the product style, the exterior, the new functions, and the feature of product, have been in the fierce competition situation. Therefore, if we can understand the requirement of customers in the concept and prototype stage, we can develop a product which will not only be loved by customers but also contend important factors that customers considered.

The empirical study was conducted for Electronic Manufacturing Service (EMS) company in Taiwan and the experiment was executed during 20XX/1/1~20XX/3/31. The experiment recruited 168 subjects with different background.

Experience the appearance performance, including weight, thickness, and size for the design of 11 different notebook prototypes. To comprehend the UX and sort out the consumer behavior, it is crucial that each user should experience the entire testing product. The data of user corresponding to product appearance reaction collected are 1848 in this study.

A. Problem Definition

This study probed the reaction of users corresponding to their background and the perception of product exterior. For the purpose of considering factors homogenization and avoiding the single level of factors which influence severely to the verified results, this study considered gender, major and the perspective of aesthetic of users as the basis of filtration. In particular, the experiment arranged users to actual experience the product, besides setting experimental standard operating procedure which provided users basic knowledge of experiencing the product. In order to perform user sense of the exterior and the feeling for the product, users should fill out the questionnaire of each product after completing the experiment. This study exploited the scale of Centrality of Visual Product Aesthetics (CVPA) [18], which to verify users feeling for the appearance of the product, and if the score of the scale were in high condition, it will show that users are more satisfied with the product aesthetic appearance.

B. Data Preparation

The data of this study contained the user background, the characteristic of product appearance, and the reaction information of users. The factors which were studied for user background and the characteristic of product appearance including several items, such as gender, major, personal aesthetic, arc aesthetic, ratio of thickness, proportion of product and the screen size, and the material feeling. The description and the level of factors are classified in Table I. In addition, by using the CVPA scale, we will know how important the users
view the aesthetic, which is the level of their personal aesthetic. The study divided users into high, medium, and low aesthetic group by the user response of questionnaire.

According to the score and the testing result of the user reaction data, we can divided the decision-making results into three categories, which were high level aesthetic reaction (425, 18%), medium level aesthetic reaction (1807, 77%) and low level aesthetic reaction (120, 5%). The results of three categories showed that there is a significant difference performance in analysis of variance (ANOVA) test, which the p-value is equal to zero.

For the purpose of generating rules and further validating the data, the study considered the order of the experiment time, thus the original data were split into training data, which has the earlier experiment time (1881, 80%) for deriving rules, and the testing data which has later testing time (471, 20%) for estimating the validity of derived rules. Five folds cross-validation were completed for the data set; moreover, the average value of support, confidence level and the lift will be tested to check whether it passes the threshold or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>DIVIDED LEVEL OF FACTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Aesthetic</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc Aesthetic</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product size</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Rules Generation

The analytic decision table inclusive of 9 factors and 1 decision attribute, and we can know the result of factors corresponding to decision-making attributes through the attribute sets. In this study, we investigated the rules and the reasons of high level aesthetic reaction and the low level aesthetic reaction, but excluded the medium aesthetic reaction. In addition, the rules were generated by eliminating the permutations situation and deleting 10 rules which is less than support threshold.

The description of the rules were explained as the following: by taking the first rule for instance, if the subject was a high aesthetic user and he or she satisfied the arc shape of the product, we can conclude that the overall appearance reaction of the subject to this product is high. It can be seen that there are 72 subjects from the data agree with this rule. As for the second rule, it indicated that if female users satisfied with the arc shape and the size ratio of the product, then the overall appearance reaction of the subject to this product is high. There are 49 subjects support this result. The following third and the forth rule can be explained similar to the previous two rules as the result shown in Table II.

After setting the threshold value, which we set the confidence level was 70%, and the lift was 1. It can be seen that the remained rules on Table III all pass the threshold and can be saved in the rule set for verification and for expert explanation. As for the confidence level threshold for testing data were set as 70% and the lift is 1. It can also be seen that the rules on Table IV all pass the threshold, which might indicate that the rules generated from the data were verified.

D. Results Evaluation and Interpretation

From the extracted rules and the interview with the subjects, we can conclude that there are four users’ characteristics. The first one is that if the subject was a high aesthetic user and he or she satisfied the arc shape of the product, then the overall reaction of the product appearance is good. We found out that the impression of notebooks with high standard design will deeply rooted in the high aesthetic customer’s mind, while the leading fashion brand notebooks often have the arc appearance design, thus impacts the product selection of the high aesthetic users.

The second result we got is that if the female users satisfied with the arc shape and the size ratio of the product, then the overall reaction of product appearance is good. Through observation, high aesthetic female users will also be impacted by the notebooks with fashion brand and the arc appearance design, and thus will lead to choose the product with arc design. Whereas, the physiological structure of female users is different from the male user. For example, female’s strength ability is smaller than male’s, so the weight load, or the size of products will affect the overall comfort level. While the comfort level of the product is important to the female users; thence, for high aesthetic female users, they tend to choose the products with arc appearance design and the appropriate size ratio.

The third feature is that if the subject majored in engineering and he or she has a high satisfaction of the product arc appearance and the screen ratio, the overall reaction of product appearance is good. By practical understanding of user habits, the users majored in engineering have to use the software program to accomplish their work for a long term; hence, they will in general emphasize the notebook screen feeling. These may conclude that if the screen ratio can meet the engineering majored users’ requirement, then the overall reaction of the product will be good.

The last rules we obtained is that if the subject had low satisfaction of the arc appearance and the material feeling of the product, then the overall reaction of product appearance is poor. Users take the arc design and the material tactile as the important factors they considered for the exterior of product. They thought that the unique material and the arc design will become the feature of the notebook brand, so as to impact their product decision.

V. Conclusion

This study developed a data mining framework to extract useful rules from the relationship between users’ background information and their reaction to the product appearance design for a notebook computer. Based on the results of derived rules, we developed useful strategies for product designer to design the product that in line with customer’s expectation. Furthermore, the result can assist to clarify the customer.
segmentation and help the manufacture company to allocate the marketing resource to the right customer.

With an effective and systematic procedure to analyze questionnaire data and clarify the experimental factors and the response variable, the UX extracted from the empirical study provided useful rules hidden in the data. The studied result can assist product managers to understand the properties of the target customer, and to manage the product features and the brand images. In addition, the result may help to introduce the product which match the requirement of the customers, and that may raise the market shares and increase the profits. For future study, it’s feasible to develop a data mining structure for different types of product feature, such as new function and operation system, in order to increase the related application, and to gain a maximum profit as possible.

### TABLE II
**DECISION TABLE OF PRODUCT APPEARANCE REACTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF</th>
<th>THEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III
**RESULT FROM TRAINING DATA RULES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Candidate Rule</th>
<th>Sample numbers(^1)</th>
<th>Sample numbers(^2)</th>
<th>Confidence level</th>
<th>Lift</th>
<th>Acceptable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>If the subject was a high aesthetic user and he or she satisfied the arc shape of the product. Then, the overall reaction of the product appearance is good.</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>86.10%</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>If the female users satisfied with the arc shape and the size ratio of the product. Then, the overall reaction of product appearance is good.</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>87.80%</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>If the subject majored in engineering and he or she has a high satisfaction of the product arc appearance and the screen ratio. Then, the overall reaction of product appearance is good.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If the subject had low satisfaction of the arc appearance and the material feeling of the product. Then, the overall reaction of product appearance is poor.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Sample numbers that match the rules condition \(^2\)Sample numbers that match the rules condition and result

### TABLE IV
**RESULT FROM TESTING DATA RULES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Candidate Rule</th>
<th>Sample numbers(^1)</th>
<th>Sample numbers(^2)</th>
<th>Confidence level</th>
<th>Lift</th>
<th>Acceptable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>If the subject was a high aesthetic user and he or she satisfied the arc shape of the product. Then, the overall reaction of the product appearance is good.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>83.38%</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>If the female users satisfied with the arc shape and the size ratio of the product. Then, the overall reaction of product appearance is good.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>86.70%</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>If the subject majored in engineering and he or she has a high satisfaction of the product arc appearance and the screen ratio. Then, the overall reaction of product appearance is good.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If the subject had low satisfaction of the arc appearance and the material feeling of the product. Then, the overall reaction of product appearance is poor.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Sample numbers that match the rules condition \(^2\)Sample numbers that match the rules condition and result
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